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Network analysis is an important approach in studying complex phenomena within geophysical observation and
simulation data. This field produces increasing numbers of large geo-referenced networks to be analyzed. Partic-
ular focus lies on the network analysis of the complex statistical interrelationship structure within climatological
fields. The typical procedure for such network analyzes is the extraction of network measures in combination with
static standard visualization methods.

To analyze the visualization challenges within this field, we performed a questionnaire with climate and
complex system scientists, and identified a strong requirement for solutions visualizing large and very large
geo-referenced networks by providing alternative mappings for static plots and allowing for interactive visualiza-
tion for networks with 100.000 or even millions of edges. In addition, the questionnaire revealed, that existing
interactive visualization methods and tools for geo-referenced network exploration are often either not known to
the analyst or their potential is not fully exploited.

Within this presentation, we illustrate how interactive visual analytics methods in combination with geo-
visualisation can be tailored for visual large climate network investigation (see as well Nocke et al. 2015).
Therefore, we present a survey of requirements of network analysts and the related challenges and, as an overview
for the interested practitioner, we review the state-of-the-art in climate network visualization techniques and tools,
underpinned with concrete examples from climate network research and innovative solutions (e.g. alternative
projections, 3D layered networks) implemented within the network visualization system GTX.
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